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Summer Prescott Books proudly presents Book 7 in The Darling Deli Series!!!Moira ends up in hot
water when her ex-husband comes to visit Candice. Still reeling from a recent tragedy, the deli
owner is overwhelmed, and finds herself wondering what to do next. Life is moving forward faster
than she can cope, and some serious decisions are considered in this latest, suspense-filled
installment.
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Another great book!! I am so glad that the poison did not kill Maverick, that poor dog!! First being in
a house on fire and now being poisoned!!! This series is fantastic!!! I can't wait to see what
happened in Book 8. Moira really wants that house and I can't wait to see if she gets it and the
candy shop should be getting done soon I hope!! I really hope Moira and David fall in love, it is
getting there, very slow moving relationship but I think their true feelings will be coming out very
shortly. I am now onto Book 8 which I received free in exchange for a fair honest review and I can't

wait to start reading it. I hope she comes out with Book 9 soon because I can't put my Kindle Fire
down!!! Fantastic!!

I loved this next chapter in the lives of Moors and her daughter. It was especially good in the
manner our heroine chose to deal circumstances surrounding her former husband and his
relationship with their daughter. Not wanting to spoil too much, the murder of Moira's ex and the
ensuing discoveries made for a delightful read. You can read facts about the story in other reviews. I
want to say thAt the plotline moves smoothly, the dialogue is true to form and the continuing back
story of the characters make me eagerly await future installments.

Tomato Basil Murder: Book 7 in The Darling Deli...is about Moira, who owns a deli, Candice, her
daughter, who has moved into a place of her own, and is about to open a toy store, and Moira's
boyfriend, David who is a private investigator. The characters are likable and real, and together they
solve the mystery of who killed Moira's ex-husband, Mike. This is the first in the series I have read.
Just by reading this one story, I want to read the other books in the series.

This is another enjoyable read by Patti Benning.I really enjoyed reading more about the characters
past, and the storyline seemed to be more character driven than past books in this series.The only
issue I had with this book is that it was too easy to figure out who the killer was; I was only maybe
half way through the book when I knew who had done it.

I loved this book. Tomato Basil is book seven in The Darling Deli series. This series is a must read
for any Cozy reader. You have a fast paced murder packed with suspense, intrigue, and adventure.
There's never a dull moment in this or any of Patti Benning's books.Moira is excited for her daughter
Candice who is preparing her candy store and is doing final touches on her renovation plans. Then
Moira finds out her ex husband Mike is coming to town to see Candice and her new business. She
hasn't seen him in three years since her daughters graduation. There are a lot of emotions going on
for Moira then she sees them at the Redwood Grill while she is out with her friend Martha. Then he
shows up at her deli and they eat and talk. They have always stayed civil because of
Candice.Besides all of this she happens upon a house that she instantly falls in love with. But she
has doubts about being able to afford it???Moira gets a call from her daughter asking if she had
heard from Mike because he was supposed to see her before he left. She hadn't so Candice went
to the hotel and was let in by hotel staff only to find her dad dead! Why or who would want Mike

dead??? Moira is now in the middle. One Because he is her ex husband and two because she is
beneficiary to his life insurance policy??? She can't get a handle on this one. Why would he do
that??? Things begin to go down hill and crazy from here. Moira and David are working against the
clock to find the real killer before he or she kills again.Can't wait for book eight!

Another wonderful installment of the Darling DELIcious cozy series! Suddenly after being divorced
for 10 years, her unfaithful ex-husband Mike comes to town to visit Candace but is soon to be Maple
Creek's latest murder victim. There are all kinds of things that go on and seem chaotic at the time
but are somehow related as the murder is solved. Moira does not want to intrude on Candice
spending time with her father and David is out of town and Moira decides to check out a house for
sale on her way home from the candy shop. She can picture herself decorating and even a great
place for Maverick. Even looking at the house has a tie to the investigation and a suspect, and
things are not always as they seem. Moira doesn't know who to trust as she investigates since she
herself is a suspect but her instincts are good and she should trust herself. It's hard though as she
tries to deal with running the deli, hiring a new employee, dealing with the chaos the murderer
causes for Maverick and coffee with her friends. I couldn't put this down and am really looking
forward to the next book in the series.

I figured out who the killer was before the murder even occurred!It was explicitly telegraphed in the
first chapter.Oh well, I still enjoyed the characters and the interplay, even if the mystery was no
mystery.

In Book 7, we find several new characters added. However one turns out to be someone we thought
we'd never read about and his name is Mike Thompson. Now it was nice to "hear" from Mike but it
was short lived since he was....wait for it...murdered!!!! Of course our favorite deli owner was a
suspect in his untimely death.There were plenty of twists and turns in the latest edition to the Darling
DELIcious series but you will have to read a little bit more to find out who the killer is and what their
motive was.What I can tell you, as I mentioned earlier, Mike Thompson was murdered. As you
know, from reading books 1-6, this was Moira's ex-husband and Candice's father. This really hit
close to home for me. No my father was not murdered but I lost my father at a young age. It goes to
show that no matter how old you are, you always need your parents...Of course I can't wait for book
8. Will Moira purchase the Stone house? What will Candice call her candy shop? Will Detective
David finally make it official with Moira? Only time will tell...
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